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This display shows the input-output pairs in Figs. 2.3b, c, and d, respectively. The 
last pair represents the system response to only one of the impulse components 
of j(t). The total response y(t) is obtained by summing all such components as 
depicted in Fig. 2.3e. Summing on both sides of the above display yields (with 
6'1 ~ 0) 

00 00 

lim "j(n6T )8(t - n6T )6'1 ==? 
67-+0 6 

lim "j(n6T)h(t - n6T)6T 
67->0 6 

n=-oo n=-oo 

,------------~v-------------
The input J(t) The output yet) 

The left-hand side is the input j(t) represented as a sum of all the impulse compo
nents in a manner illustrated in Fig. 2.3a. The right-hand side is the output y(t) 
represented as a sum of the output components as shown in Fig. 2.3e. Both the 
left-hand side and the right-hand side, by definition, are integrals given byt 

1: f(T)6(t - T) dT = 1: f(T)h(t - T) dT (2.28) 

" v J '-----....v J 

J(t) yet) 

The left-hand side expresses the input j(t) as made up of the impulse components 
in a manner depicted in Fig. 2.3a. The right-hand expresses the output as made up 
of the sum of the system responses to all the impulse components of the input as 
illustrated in Fig. 2.3e. To summarize, the (zero-state) response y(t) to the input 
j(t) is given by 

(2.29) 

This is the result we seek. We have obtained the system response y(t) to input 
j(t) in terms of the unit impulse response h(t). Knowing h(t), we can determine 
the response y(t) to any input. Observe once again the all-pervasive nature of the 
system's characteristic modes. The system response to any input is determined 
by the impulse response, which in turn is made up of characteristic modes of the 
system. 

It is important to keep in mind the assumptions used in deriving Eq. (2.29). 
We assumed a linear, time-invariant (LTI) system. Linearity allowed us to use 
the principle of superposition, and time-invariance made it possible to express the 
system's response to 8(t - n6T) as h(t - n6T). 

2.4-1 The Convolution Integral 

The zero-state response y(t) obtained in Eq. (2.29) is given by an integral 
that occurs frequently in the physical sciences, engineering, and mathematics. For 

t In deriving this result we have assumed a time-invariant system. If the system is time-varying, 
then the system response to the input 8(t - n6T) cannot be expressed as h(t - n6T), but instead 
has the form h(t, n6T) . Using this form will modify Eq. (2.28) as 

y(t) = 1: f(T)h(t, T) dT (2.28n) 

where h(t, T) is the system response at instant t to a unit impulse input located at T. 
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this reason this integral is given a special name: the convolution integral. The 
convolution integral of two functions h (t) and 12 (t) is denoted symbolically by 
h (t) * 12 (t) and is defined as 

h(t) * 12(t) == I: h(7)h(t - 7) d7 (2.30) 

Some important properties of the convolution integral are given below. 

1. The Commutative Property: Convolution operation is commutative; that is, 
h (t) * 12 (t) = 12 (t) * h (t). This property can be proved by a change of variable. 
In Eq. (2.30), if we let x = t - r so that r = t - x and dr = -dx, we obtain 

h(t) * 12(t) = - J~oo 12(x)h(t - x) dx 

= I: 12(x)h(t - x) dx 

=h(t)*h(t) 

2. The Distributive Property: According to this property: 

h ( t) * [12 ( t) + 13 ( t ) 1 = h ( t) * 12 ( t) + h ( t) * 13 ( t ) 

3. The Associative Property: According to this property: 

h ( t) * [12 ( t) * 13 ( t )] = [h ( t) * 12 ( t )] * 13 ( t ) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

The proofs of (2.32) and (2.33) follow directly from the definition of the con
volution integral. They are left as an exercise for the reader. 

4. The Shift Property: If 

then 

and 

fl(t) * f2(t) = c(t) 

h (t) * h(t - T) = c(t - T) 

h(t - T) * h(t) = c(t - T) 

Proof: We are given 

Therefore 
h(t) * h(t) = I: h(r)h(t - r) dT = c(t) 

h(t) * h(t - T) = I: h(r)h(t - T - r) dr 

= c(t - T) 

(2 .34a) 

(2.34b) 

(2.34c) 

Equation (2.34b) follows from (2.34a) and the commutative property of convo
lution; Eq. (2 .34c) follows directly from (2.34a) and (2.34b). 

5. Convolution with an Impulse: Convolution of a function f(t) with a unit 
impulse results in the function f(t) itself. By definition of convolution 
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j(t) * 6(t) = i: j(,)5(t -,)d, (2 -35 ) 

Because 5(t - T) is a.n impulse located at 'j = t, according to the sampling 
property of the impulse [Eq. (1.24)1, the integral in the above equation is the 
value of /(T) at T = t, tha.t is, f(t)- Therefore 

f(t) * 5(t) = f(t) (2.36) 

Actually this result has been derived earlier in Eq. (2 _28). 

6. The Width Property : If the durations (widths) of ft(t) and h(t) a.re Tl and 
T2 respectively, then the duration (width) of ft(t) * h(t) is T\ + T2 (Fig. 24;. 
The proof of thiS property follows readily from t.he graphical considerations 
dlscUl,sed later in Sec_ 2.4-2. This rule may superficially appear t.o be violated 
ill some special cases discussed later . 

I, (t) 

= 

1--- 04 
l~ 1 - 1-

Fig. 2.4 Width property of convolution. 

Zero-State Response and Causality 
The (zero-state) response y(t) of an LTIC system is 

y(t) = f(t) ~ h(t) = L: j(T)h(t - T) dT (2.37) 

In deriving Eq. (2.37), we assumed the system to be linear and time-invariant. 
There were no other restrictions either on the system or on t.he input signal f(t). 
fn practice, lOost systems are causal, so that their t·esponse cannot begin before the 
mput starts. Furthermore, most inputs are also causal, which means they start at 
t = 0_ 

Causality restrictions on both sIgnals and systems further simplify tlle limits 
of integration in Eq. (2.37) By defini tion, the response of a causal system cannot 
begin before its input begins. Consequently, the causal system's response to a unit 
impulse o(t) (which is located at t = 0 ) cannot begin before t = O. Therefore, a 
causal system's unit Impulse reSpOIJSe h(!.) is a causal signal. 

It is important. to remember that the integration in Eq - (2.37) is performed 
with respect to T (not t). If the input j(t) is causal, J(T) = 0 for T < O. Therefore, 
f (T) = 0 [0" T < 0, as illustrated in Fig. 2.5a. Similarly, i r h(t) is causal, h (t - T) = 0 
for l - T < 0; that is, for T > t, as depicteci in Fig. 2.5a. Therefore, the product 
J(T)h(t - T) = 0 everywhere except over the nonshaded interval 0 ::::; T ::::; ~ shown 
in Fig. 2.5a (assuming t ~ 0). Observe that if t is negative, f(T)h{t - T) = 0 for all 
T as shown in Fig. 2.5b . Therefore. Eq. (2 .37) reduces to 
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!('r:)=O I 
~~~1:1i~~?;1$~~~l.~~~~~~~~~~~~~"~~~~~~~~~~~~~\tl-o-------,f~jJ~!9.'~flt.~;y~ 

'T:-

h (t -1:) = 0 

1;0 0 

1<0 

Fig. 2.5 LiIruts of convolu tion integroJ. 

yet) = J(t) '" h(l) = 1~ f(-r)h(t - T) dT t ~ 0 (2.38) 

=0 t < 0 

T he lower limit of integration in Eq. (2 .38) is taken as 0- to avoid the difficulty in 
integration that can a.rise if fet) contains an impulse at the origin . Tn subsequent 
discussion, the lower limit wilJ be shown as 0 with the understanding that it meant; 
0- . This result shows that if J(t) nnd h(t) a.re both causal, the response yet) is also 
causal 

Because of the convolution's commutative property IEq. (2.31)1. we can also 
express Eq. (2.38) as [assuming causal J(t) and h(t)] 

y(t) = 1t h(T)f(t - T)dT t;::: 0 (2.39) 

As in Eq. (2.38), this result assumes that both the input and the system a.re causal. 

• Example 2.4 
For an LTJC system with the unit impulse response h(t ) = e- 2I tt(I.), determine the 

response yet) for the input 

(2.40) 

Here both J(t) and h(tl are causal (Fig. 2.6). Hence, we need only to perform the 
convolution's integrat.ion over the ra.nge (0, I) [see EQ. (2.38)1. The system response is 
therefore given by 

yet) = l' f(r)h(t - r)dr t ~ 0 

Because f(t) = e-tu(t) and h(t) = e-2tu(t) 

J(T) = e-T'u(T) and h(t - T) = e-2U - T)·u.(I. - r) 

Remember that the integrat,ion is performed with r~pect to T (not t), and the region of 
integration i~ 0 S T .::; t. In other worde, T lies between 0 Md t . Therefore, if t ~ 0, t.hen 
T :2: ° and I. - 'T :2: 0, 80 that. U(T) = 1 and u(t - T) = 1; consequently 

yet) = 1t e-T e-2(t-T) dr t ~ 0 
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1(1) h (I) 

o 1- o 1-

(a) (b) 

y (I) 

o 1-

-\ (c) 

Fig. 2.6 Convolution of jet) and net) in 8xample 2.4. 

Because this integration is with respect to T , we can pull e - 2 t outside the integral, giving 
liS 

( ) -2' it "" d -2t( t ) -t -2t yl. =e oe '7"=e e-l=e-e (2.41 ) 

Also, y(I) = 0 when t < 0 lsee Eq. (2.38)J This result , along with Eq. (2.4l), yields 

(2 .42) 

The response is depic!.ed in Fig. 2.6c. • 
6. Exercise E2.5 

For an LTJC system with the impulse response h(t) = 6e-t u(t). determine the system re
sponse to the input: (0.) 211(t) and (b) 3e- 3t.u(t) . 

Answer: (a) 12(l- e-I)u(t) (b) g(C' - e- 3t )u(t) \J 

t::, Exercise E2.6 
Repeat Exercise 825 if t.he input. f(t) = e-'u(t). 

Ap.swl!l': 6te- t u(t) \J 

The Convolution Table 
The task of convolution is considerably simplified by 11 ready-made convolution 

t.able (Table 2.1) This table, which lists several pairs of signals and their resulting 
convolution, can conveniently determine y(t), a system response to an input f (t), 
without performing the tedious job of integration . For instance, we could have 
readily found the convolution in Example 2.4 using pair 4 (with /\ 1 = - 1 and 
>'2 = -2) to be (e- I. - e- 21 )u(t). The following example demonstrat.es the utility of 
this table. 
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No h(t) 

1 J(t) 

2 

3 u(t) 

4 

5 

Ii 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

13 

14 

TABLE 2.1: Convolution Table 

h(t) 

8(t - T) 

u(t) 

u(t) 

t"v.( t) 

h(t) '" h(t) = h(L) ¥ /J(t} 

J(t - T) 

1 - eAt 
--u(t) 

-.>-

tu(t) 

n! eAt n n! 1"-; 
,Xn+l u(t) - L ,\3+l(n _ .1)! 'u(t) 

J=U 

I I 
m.n. f,,+,,-+I

1t
(i.) 

(m + n+l)! 

min' -:----. ~tfr·+"+\e>'tu(t.) 
(n+m+l)! 

~ (-1 )im!(n + j")! t rn
-

j e AI t 

L..J ]~'I"""( m..!..---J~' ).:...,! (....:.,\ 1~-.!..:....:..'\-'2)-n-=+,"""· """I u ( t) 
J~O 

cos (8 - tfJ)e),,' - e- o,L cos (f3 I, + 8 - tP) u(t) 

J{et. + ,\)2 + {32 

tP = tan-I[-N(O' + '\)1 

125 
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• Example 2.5 

Find the loop current yet) of the RLC circuit. in Example 2.2 for the input jet) = 
lOe- 3tu(t ), when a1\ the initial conditions are zero. 

The loop equation for this circuit [see Example 1.11 or Eq. (1.55)J is 

(D2 + 3D + 2) yet) = DJ(t) 

The impulse re~ponse h(t) for this system, as obt.ail)e(~ in Example 2.3, is 

The input is J(t) = lOe-3 t nU), and the response yet) is 

yet) = J (t ) ~ h(t) 

= lOe-3 'n(t) " (2e-2t _ e- t
) ·u.(t) 

Using the distributive property of the convolution (Eq (2.32)J, we obt.ain 

yet) = 10e-Jtu(t) .. 2e-u u(t) - lOe-3'-n(t) * e- t ll(t) 

= 20 [e-3L1J.(t) '" c-2tv.{I.)] - 10 [e- 3t 11. (l.) * e-tv.(t») 

Now the use of Pair 4 in Table 2.) yields 

y(l) = 20 [e- 3t _ e-2t ] u(t) _ 10 [e- 3t _ e- t \ 11.(t) 
-3-(-2) -3-(- 1) 

= -20 (e-3t 
- e- 21

) u(t) + 5 (e- 31 
- e-/') 'Il(t) 

= (-5e-( + 20e- 21 
- lSe- at ) u(t) 

/:::,. Exercise E2.7 

Rework Pl'obs. E2.5 and E2.6 using the convolution table. \J 
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Multiple Inputs 
Multiple inputs to LTI systems can be treated by applying t.he superposition 

principle. Each input is considered sepo.rately, with all other inputs assumed to be 
zero. The sum of aU these individual system responses constitutes the total system 
output when all th.e inputs are applied simultaneously. 

2.4-2 Graphical Understanding of Convolution 

To have a proper grasp of convolut.ion operation, we should understand the 
gTaphical interpretation of convolution. Such a. comprehension also helps in evalu
ating the convolution integral of more complicated signals . In addition , graphical 
convolution allows us to grasp visually or mentall.Y the convolution integra.I's re
sult, which can be of great help in sampling, filtering, and many other problems. 
Fmally, many signals have no exact mathematical description, so they can be de
scribed only graphically. Tf two such signals are to be convolved, we have no choice 
but to peTfOl'm their convolut.ion graphica.lly. 

We shall now explain the convolut.ion operation by convolving the Signals f(t) 
and get), illustrated in Figs. 2.7a and 2.7b respectively. [f c(t) is the convolution of 
f(t) with g(t). then 

c(t)= l:f(7")g(t-r)dr (2.44) 

One of the crucial points to remember here is that this integration is performed with 
respect. to r, so that t is just a parameter (like a constant). This consideration is 
especially important when we sketch the graphical representations of the functions 
fer) and g(t - T) appearing in the integrand of Eq. (2.44). Both of these functions 
should be sketched as functions of r, not of t. 

The function j(r) is identical to /(t). with r replacing t (Fig. 2.7c). Therefore, 
f(t) and fer) will have the same graphical representations. Similar remarks apply 
to get) and g(r) (Fig. 2.7d). 

The funct.ion g(t - r) is not as easy to comprehend . To understand what this 
function looks like, let us start with the fu flct.ion .9 (T) (Fig. 2.7d). Time-inversion 
of this function (reflection about the vertical axis T = 0) yields g(-7") (Fig. 2.7e) 
Let us denote this function by rj>( T) 

qJ(T) = g( -T) 

Now /)S(T) shifted by t seconds is /)S(T - t), given by 

rt>(, - t) = !J[-(T - t)1 = get - T) 

Therefore, we first time-invert geT) to obtain g(-T) and then time-shift g(-T) by 
t to obtain 9(t - 7). For positive t, the Sllift is to the right (Fig. 2.7f); for negative 
t, the shift is to the left (Fig_ 2. 7g) . 

The preceding discussion gives liS a graphical interpretation of the functions 
f (,) and 9 (t - T) . The convolution c( t) is the area under the product of these two 
funct.ions. Thus, to compute c(!,) at some positive insl.ant t = i\, we first obta.in 
g( -T) by inverting g( T) about the vert.ical axis Next, we right-shift or delay g( -7") 
by tl to obtain g(tl - 7") (Fig. 2.7f), and then we mUltiply this function by f(T), 
giving us the product f(r)g(tl - T) (Fig. 2.7f). The area. AJ under this product 
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is C(tl ), the value of e(t) at i = il ' We can therefore plot c(ttl = At on a curve 
describing e(t), as shown in Fig. 2.71 Observe that the area under t.he product 
f('1')g( -7) in Fig. 2.7e is c(O), the value of the convolution for t = 0 (at the origin). 

A similar procedure is followed in computing the value of e(l) at t = t2, where 
l2 is nego.tive (Fig. 2. 7g). In this case, the function g( -'1') is shifted by a negative 
amount (that is, left-shifted) to obtain 9 {I. 2 -7). Multiplication of this funct.ion with 
fer) yields the product f(r)g(t2 - r). The I),rea under this product is e(t2) = A2, 
givmg us another point on t.he curve e(t) at t = t2 (Figure 2.7i). This procedure can 
be repeated for all valuet; of t, from -00 to 00 T he result will be a curve describing 
c(t) for all time t. Note that when t ::; -3, f(T) and g(t - 7') do not overlap (see 
Fig 2.7h); therefore, c(t) = 0 fol' t ::; -3. 

Summary of the Graphical Procedure 
The procedure for graphical convolution can be summarized as follows: 

1. Keep the function f (7') fixed . 
2. Visualize the function geT) as a rigid wire frame, and rotate (or invert) this 

frame about the vertical axis ('1' = 0) to obtain g(-'1'). 
3. Shift the inverted frame along the T axis by to seconds. The shifted frame now 

represents 9 (to - r) . 
4_ The area under the product of j{7') a.nd g(lo - r) (the shifted frame) is c(to), 

the val ue of the convolution at t = to . 
5. Repeat this procedure, shifting the frame by different values (positive and 

negative) to obtain c( t) for all values of f.. 

Convolut.ion: its bark is worse than its bite! 

The graphical procedure discussed here appears very complicated and discour
aging at first reading Indeed, some people claim that convolution has dTlven many 
electrical engineering undergraduates to contemplate theology either for salvation 
or as an alternative career ( IEEE Spectrum, March 1991, p .60) . Actually, the bark 
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of convolution is worse than its bite! In graphica.l convolution, we need to deter
mine the a.rea under the product f(r)g(t - r) for aJI values of t from -00 t.o 00, 

Howevet, a mathematical description of f (r)g (t - r) is generally valid over a range 
of t . Therefore, repeating the procedure for every value of t amounts to repeating 
it only a few times fOI different ranges of t. 

We can also use the commuta.tive property of convolution to our advantage 
by computing J(t) * get) or get) '" J(t), whichever is simpler . As a rule of thumb, 
convolution computations arc simplified jf we choose to invert the simpler of the 
two [unctions. For example, if t,he mathematical description of g(t) is simpier than 
that of J(t), then J(t) * get) will be easier to compute than get) * J(t). In contrast, 
if the mathematical description of f(t) is simpler, the reverse will be true. 

We shall demonstrate gTaphicaJ convolution wit.h the following examples. Let 
us start: by reworking Example 2.4 using this graphical method , 

• Example 2.6 
Determine gra.phically '!J(i.) = f(t) * h(t) for f(t) = e- r'1J.(t) and !I(t) == c-2tu,{t). 
Figures 2,83 and 2.8b show I(t) and h(t) respectively, and Fig. 2.8c shows 1(r) aDd 

11.( -7) as fUtlctions of T. The runction h(t - r) Is now obtaiued by shifting It( -7") by t, If L 

is positive, the shift is to tbe right (delay); if t is negative, the shift is to tbe left (advance). 
Figure 2.8d shuw .. that for negative L, h(l - T) [obtained by left -shifting h(-')l docs not 
overlap f(T), aod the prodHcl f(T)h(t- T) = 0, so that 

y(i) = 0 t < 0 

Figure 2.8e shows the situation for t ~ O. Here f(.) and h(t - r) do overlap, but the 
product is nonzero only over the interval 0 :::; T :::; t (shaded interval). Therefore 

y(t) = it f(r)h(t - r)dr l ~ 0 

A!1 we need to do now is subst.itut.e correct expressions for llr) aod h(t-r) In this integra.\. 
F'igures 2.8a and 2.8b clearly indicate that the segments- of f(t) and g(t) to be used in thiS 
convolution (Fig, 2.8e) are described by 

and h{t) = e-2t 

Thel'efore 
and 

Consequently 

i
't 

(t) -'f' -2(t--,.) d 
1)= ee 7' 

o 

Moreover, y(i,) == 0 foI' t < 0, so t.hat 

2.4 Systel 

• Exampl. 
Find C(i 
Since f 

However, we 
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fO) h (t ) 

1-- o 1-

(a) (b) 

(e) 

o "t-

Y"'r==>: 
o 1--

(f) 

Fig. 2 .8 Convolu t ion of f(I.) and h(t ) in Example 2.6 . 

• Example 2.1 

Find c(t) = f(t)"* get) for the signals depicted in Rigs 2.9a and 2,9b. 
Since J(t) is simpler than g(t), it is easIer to ev~uate get) • J(t) than !(t) * get). 

However, we shall intentionally take the more difficult route a,nd evnluat.e f(t ) • g(t) to 
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cla,rHy some of the finer points of convolution. 
Figures 2.9a a.nd 2.9b show f(t) and y(t.) respectively, Observe that g(t) is composed 

of two segments. As a result, It ca.n be described os 

Therefore 

g(t ) = e 
{ 

'2 -t 

_2e2t 

{ 

2e-(t-T) 

g(t - r) = 
_2e2(t-~) 

segmeut A 

segment B 

segn1ent A 

segment B 
(2.45 ) 

The segment of f(l ) that is lIsed in convolution is f(r.) = I , so that f(T) = 1. F'igure 2 9c 
shows j(r} aud g(-T). 

To comput.e C(l) for t :2: 0, we right-::;hift g(-,) to obt.ain 9(t-r) , as illustrated in Fig. 
2.9d. Clearly, g(t - r) overlaps with f{r} over the I>haded interva.l; that is, over the range 
T :2:. OJ Segment A. overlaps with fer} over the interval (0, t), while Segment. B overlaps 
t\;tb fer) over (l, 00) . Remembering that fer) = 1, we have 

c(t ) = .loo f(r)g(t -r)dr 

= lt 2e-(t-T) dr + 100 

_2e 2 (t -T) d, 
o t 

=2(I-e-')-1 

= 1 - 2e- t 

Figure 2,ge shows the situation for t < 0, Here the overlap is over the sJ)a<ied interval ; 
that is, ovel' the range T :2: 0, where only the segment B of g(t) is involved. Therefor·e 

Therefol'e 

c(t) = 100 

f(,)g (t - T)d-r 

= 100 

g(t - r)dT 

-100 

2 2(t- ... ) d - - e :T 

o 

= _e2t 

{ 

1 - 2e- 2t 

crt) = 
_e2t 

Figure 2.9f shows a. plot of c(f.) , • 

• Example 2.8 

t < 0 

t :2: 0 

t < 0 

Find J(t) * get) lor the functions f(i,) and get) shown in Figs. 2. lOa. and 2,lOb. 
Here , J(t) has a simplel' mathematical description than that of g(t), so il. is preferable 

to invert f(t) . Hence, we shall determine get) '" J(t) ra.ther than J(t) "9(1.). Thus 

crt) = get ) * f(t) 

= l: g (T).f(t -r)d-r 

2.4 Systel 
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(c) 

/(r; ) 
~/ 
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-1 
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C (/) 

-2 

Fig. 2.9 Convolution of 1(1) and gel) in Example 2.7. 
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First , we determine the expressions for the segments of J(t ) and g(l) used in finding c(t.). 
According to Figs. 2.10a and 2.1Gb, t.hese segments can be expressed as 

Therefore 
fit) = 1 

J(t-7')=l 

and 

and 

get) = ~t 

q(.) = ~T 

Fig. 2.IOc shows g(-T) and 1(-T), whereas fig. 2.l0d shows g(7") an(l J(t -1"), which is 
f (-T) shifted by t . 8eca.use t.he edges of i( -T) a.re at T = - \ and 1, t.he edges of f (l - T) 
a.re a.t -1 + t and 1 + L. The two functions overlap over the int.erval (0, 1 + I.) (sh<),(/ed 
interval), so that 

c(t) = 11+! g(T).f(t - T)dT 

i
lH 

~TdT 
.Q 

(2.4.6a) 

This sit uation, depicted in Fig . 2.10d, is valid only for -1 ~ t :::; 1. For t > 1 but. < 2, 
the situation is as illustrated in Fig. 2 .10e. The two il~octionll overlap only over the rDJ)ge 
-I + t to 1. + t (shaded interval) . Nol.e that the expre1lSions for g( 7") and J(t - T) do not 
change; only the range of integration chang&-. Ther'efore 

1
1+t 

c(t) = ~T dT 
-~+t 

(2.46b) 

Alw note that the expressions in Eqs. (2 .46a) and (2.46b) bot.h apply at t = 1, the tran
sition point between t.heir re~pective ranges. We can readily verify that both expressions 
yield 9. va.lue of 2/3 at t = 1, so that. c(1) = 2/3. The continuit.y of c(t) at transition points 
indicates a high proba.bility of a. right answer.i FOl" t, 2: 2 but < 4 the situation is as shown 
in F ig. 2 .101'. The functions geT) find J(t - T) overlap over the interval from -1 + t to 3 
(sbaded interval) , so that 

;

.3 

c(t) = ~TdT 
-~+t 

= - k (l2 - 2t - 8) (2 .46c) 

Aga.in, both Eqs. (2.46b) and (2A6e) apply at the transit.ion point t = 2. We can readily 
venfy that. c(2) = 4/3 whEn eit.her of these expressions is used. 

For t 2: 4, J(t - T) has bee.: Hr.ifted 50 far to the right t.hat it no longer overlaps with 
geT) as depicted i":1 F'ig. 2.10g. Consequently 

c(l.) := 0 (2.t16d) 

We now turn our attention to negative values of t . We have already determined c(t) 
up to t = -1 . For t < - 1 there is no overlap betweeu the two fun ctions, a5 illustrated in 
Fig . 2.1 Db, 80 that 

c(t) = 0 t < -1 (2 .46e) 

Figure 2.10i showll c(t) plotted according to Eqs. (2.46a) through (2A6e) . • 

t Even jf c(t) is continuous at the t.ransition, the answer could be wrong in the unlikely event of 
t.wo O!" more errOfS canceling out their effects. Our dj~ussion assumes ~:'1at t.here are no impulses 
in f(t - 7') and g(r) after the transition which were not present before. 

2.4 System . 
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j(-"t) ...---"-.... 

-I 

-1+ r 1-
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Fig. 2.10 Convolution of J(t) and get) in Example 2.8 . 
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fit) I gel) I c(t) 

1- o t- 1-

Fig. 2.11 Convolution of J(t) and g(t) In Exercise E2.11. 

~*~~ 
o t- 0 1- o 1-

Fig. 2.12 Convolution of J(I.) and 9(1) in Exercise E2.12 . 

I g( r) 

* 
o r 1- -T 0 1-

Fig. 2.13 Convolution of f(1) and g(l) in Exercise £2.13. 

Width of the Convolved Function 
The widths (durations) of f(t), g(t), and c(t) in Example 2.8 (Fig. 210) are 

2, 3, and 5 respectively. Note that the wldth of c(t) in this CMe is the stlm of the 
widths of J(t) and get) . Thi~ observation is not a coincidence. Using the concept of 
graphical convolution, we can readily see that if j(t) and get) ha.ve the finite widths 
of Tl and T2 respectively, then the width of e(t) is generally equal to Tl + Tz. The 
reason il; that the time it takes for a signal of width (duration) TJ to completely 
pass another signal of width (duration) T2 so that they become nonoverlapping is 
Tl + T2' When the two signals become nOlloverlapping, the convolution goes to 
zero. However, there a.r€ cases where the two signals j(,) and g(t - T) overlap, yet 
the area under their product vanishes. Such is the cnEe of signals in Fig. P2.4-14 
for T > 21T. In this case the width property IS superncially violated. t 

.6 Exercise E2.JO 

Rework Thample 2.7 by evnlllliting get) ~ j(t) \7 

.6 Exercise E2.11 

Use gmphica.l convohliion to show that fit) '" 9(t) = g(t) ~ fit) = c(t) in Fig. 2.11. \J 

.6 Exercise E2.12 

Repeat Prob. E2.11 for the fundions in Fig. 2.12. \7 

~ Exercise E2.13 

Repea.t Prob. 82.) 1 fOf the fund ions in rig, 2.13. \7 

tEven in such cases, the WIdth property /Tl~ be held valid if we consider that t.he region where 
the area under the product of two nonoverlapping signals vanishes to become 0 part of c(t) (where 
c(t) happens to be zero) . Thus, c(t) in this case hIlS an infinit.e durat.ion, but the value of cit) = 0 
for t > 2". 

2.4 System 

o ComplII 
Find c( t) 

tl =-10: 
gl=-2*E 

t2=0:.0 
g2=2*e: 
t.= [tljt, 
f=[zel'o~ 
c=O.Ol ~ 
t=-20:.( 
plot( t,c 
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o Computer Example C2.4 
Find c(t) = f(l.) ¥- g(t) for the signals in Fig. 2.9. 

tl=-lO:.Ol :O;tl=tl'; 
gl=-2*exp(2*t1) ; 
t2=O: .01: lO;t2=t2'; 
g2=2*exp (-t2); 
t=ltl;t2Jj g=(gl jg2); 
f= [zeros(size(gl)) jones(size(g2»)1; 
c=O.Ol *conv(f,g); 
t=-20:.01:5jt=t'j 
p\ol.(t,c(l:length(t)) 0 

Some Reflections on the Use of Impulse Function 

In the study of signals and systems we often come across signals such as im
pulses, which cannot, be generated in practice. One wonden; why we even consider 
such sIgnals, The answer l:ihould be clea.r from our discussioo so far in this chapter, 
Even if the impulse functioo has no physical existence, we can compute the system 
response h(t) to this phantom input according to the procedure in Sec. 2.3, and 
knowing h(t) , we can compute the system response to any arbitrary input. The 
concept of impuLse response, therefore, provides an effective intermediary for com
puting system response to aD arbitrary input. In addition , the impulse response h(t) 
itself provides a great deal of information and insight about the system behavior. 
Tn Sec. 2.7 we show that the knowledge of impulse response provides much valuable 
information, such as tbe response time, pulse dispersion , and filtering properties of 
the system, l\'lany other useful insights about the system behavior can be obtained 
by inspection of h(t) , 

We have a similar SItuation in frequency-domain analysis (discussed .in later 
chapters) where we use ao everlasting exponentia.l (or sinusoid) to determine system 
response. An everlasting exponentiaL (or sinusoid) has no physicaL existence, but 
it provides another effective intermedia.ry for computing the system response to 
a,n arbitrary input. Moreover, the system response to everlasting exponential (or 
sinusoid) provides valuable information and insighl; regarding the system's behavior. 

2.4-3 A Very Special Function For l TI Systems: The Everlasting 
Exponential est 

There is a very special coonection of LTI syst.ems with the everlasting expo
nential function eB

'. We now show that the LTI syst,em's (zero-state) response to 
everlasting exponential input e~t is also the same everlasting exponential (within 
a multiplicative constant). Moreover, no other function can malle the same claim. 
Such an input for which the system response is also of the same form is called the 
characteristic function (also eigenfunction) of the system. Because a sinusoid is 
a form of exponentio.l , everiasLing sinusoid is also a characteristic function of an LTI 
system. Note that we are talking here of an everlasting exponential (or sinusoid), 
which starts at t = - 00 . 

If h (t) is the system's unit impulse response, then t;yatem response y(t) to an 
everlasting exponential est is given by 
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yet) = h(t) * est = 1: h(r)es(t--r) dT 

= e~t i: h(r)e-sr dr 

The integral on the right-hand side is a function of 8 . Let us denote it by H(s). 
Thus-y, 

1J(t) = H(s)e st (2.47) 
where 

H(s) = 1: h(r)e-sr dT (2 .48) 

Note that H(s) is a constant for a given s. Thus, the input. and the output are the 
~ame (within a multiplicative constant) for the everlasting exponential signal. 

H (8), which is ca.lled the transfer function of t.he system, is a function of 
complex variable s. We can define the tra.nsfer function H (s) of an LTlC t-;ystem 
from EQ. (2.47) as 

H(s) = o.utput ~jgnall 
Input slgnal Inp\Jt=evedil.sliJlg exponentia.l e.' 

(2.49) 

The transfer function is denned for, and is meaningful to, LTI systems only. It does 
not exist for nonlinear or time-varying systems in general. 

In this disCUS6ion we a.re t.alking of the everlasting e."'<ponential, which start.~ at 
t = - 00, not the causal exponential e8t'u.(t), which starts at t = 0, 

For a. system specified by Eq. (2,1), the transfer function is given by 

H( ) = P(s) 
S Q(s) 

(2,50) 

This follows readily by considering an everlasting input f(t) = eS~ , According to Eq. 
(2.47), the output is yet) = H(s)e· t , Substitution of this f(t) B,nd yet) in Eq, (2,1) 
yields H(s)[Q(D)eSI ] = P(D)e SI , Moreover, Drest = dre'//dt'" = sre~t, Hence, 
P(D)e st = P(s)est and Q(D)est = Q(s)eBt

, Consequently, H(s) = P(s)/Q(s), 

t::, Exercise E2.14 

Show that the transfer funet,Ion of an ideal integrat.or is H(s) = l/s ana tha.t of an ideal 

differentiator is H(s) = s, Find the answer in two ways: using £'1, (2,49) and Eq, (2 ,50) , \l 

2.4-4 Total Response 

The total response of a linear system can be expressed as the sum of its zero
input and zero-state components: 

Total Response = 

zeJ'o-.in put component 

+ f(t) * h(t) 
~ 

~ero-atate co;npooent 

tThis result, is valid only I'D!" the values of s for which the Joo h(r)e-S-C dr exists (or converges), 
-00 
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y (t ) zero-state 

.. / ...... "" 

'\ / oatur"dl 

.\ . 
y (r) 

....... lotal 
'. 

\ 
zero-input 

forced 

(a) 
(b) 

Fig. 2.14 'Total response and its components. 

For repeated roots, the zero-input component should be appropriately modified 
For the series RLC circuit in Example 2.2 with the input f(t) = lOe - 3 t1l(t) 

a.nd the initial conditions y(o-) = 0, vc(O-) = 5, we determined the zero-input 
component in Example 2.2 [Eq. (2.15)J , We found the zero-state component in 
Example 2.5 Using the results in Examples 2.2 and 2.5, we obtain 

Total cunent = (-5e -t + Se -2t) + ( - 5e -t + 20e -2t _ 15e -31.) t ~ 0 (2.51a.) 
" ' , J .... 

?iero-\nput. curtellt. zero-sta.te Cllrrent 

Figure 2.14a ~hows the zero-input, the zero-state, and the total response. 

Natural and Forced Response 
For the R£C circuit in Exampie 2.2, the characteristic modes were found to 

be c- l and e-2t . As we exper.ted, t.he zero-input response is composed exclusively 
of characteristic mode • ., . Note, however, Cllat even the 7,ero-sta.te l'eSpOnfie [Eq. 
(2 .51a)] contains cha.racteristic mode terms. This observation is generally true of 
LTI systems. We can now lump together all the characteristic mode terrru; in the 
total response, giving us a component knowo as the natural response Yn.(t). The 
remainder, conRlsting entirely of noncharacteristic mode ~erm s , is known as the 
forced response Yr/>(t). The total response of the RLC circuit in Example 2.2 can 
be expressed In terms of natural and forced components by regrouping the t.ermE in 
Eq. (2.51 a) as 

Total current = (_1Oe- t + 25e - 2t ) + 
, v I 

nat ural response y." (t ) 

(-l5e- 3i ) 
~ 

forced response Y4.(i) 

Figure 2.14b shows the natural, forced, and total response. 

2.5 Classical Solution of Differential Equations 

t ~ 0 (2.5Ib) 

In the classical method we solve differential equation to find the natural and 
forced components rather than the zero-input and zero-state components of the 




